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QUESTION 1

Fred wants to create his web page using AJAX to make them dynamic and give them the ability to use and share data.
After an internal auditor examines the compliance of Fred\\'s page, he says that they cannot be used if external visitors
will be accessing the pages. 

Why would the auditor not let Fred publish the pages written with AJAX? 

A. Users with Java enabled will not be able to read pages 

B. Not supported in older browsers 

C. Users with XML enabled will not be able to read pages 

D. Not supported in newer browsers 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

In the following socket programming code, who will the server allow connections from? 

int main(void) 

{ 

int s1, s2; 

s1 = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0); 

sin.sin_port = htons(30); 

sin.sin_family = AF_INET; 

sin.sin_addr.s_addr = 0; 

bind(sockfd, (struct sockaddr *)andsin, sizeof(sin)); 

listen(sockfd, 10); 

s2 = accept(sockfd, 10); 

write(s2, "hello\n", 6) 

} 

A. Only those coming in on TCP port 10 

B. Only those on the same subnet as the server 

C. Only those coming in on UDP port 10 
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D. Anyone 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Harold is writing a J2ME program that run an inventory application on his company\\'s PDAs. 

Employees will use their PDA to scan barcodes into the program Harold is writing. Harold is very concerned about
securing his program\\'s code and ensuring its integrity once it is utilized. Harold particularly wants to stop the execution
of class 

files loaded in the virtual machine in any way, what is not allowed by java virtual machine specification. 

What level of J2ME security should Harold implement to accomplish this? 

A. High-end security 

B. End-to-end security 

C. Low-level-security 

D. Application level security 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

John is creating a website using ASP. John\\'s web pages will have a number of calculations, so he decides to create an
include file that the pages will call so he does not have to rewrite the formula numerous times. John\\'s website will be
hosted by a server running IIS. John wants to ensure that the include source code is not revealed when the pages are
viewed, so he gives the include an .asp extension. 

When IIS processes the include file, which system file will be used to hide the include source code? 

A. ASP.dll 

B. Include.dll 

C. IISASP.dll 

D. IIS.dll 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the following PERL script trying to accomplish? sub mycode_string { 
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join("" 

map(\\'$_ > 255 ? 

sprintf("\\x{%04x]", $_) : 

chr($_) = ~ /[[:cntrl:]]/ ? 

sprintf(\\x%02X", $_) : 

chr($_) 

} unpack("u*", $_[0]))l 

} 

A. Convert hexadecimal to Unicode 

B. Display test as Unicode 

C. Convert hexadecimal to text 

D. Display Unicode as text 

Correct Answer: D 
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